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Unit 2 Quiz 

 

1. A neuron’s resting membrane potential is established by all of the following EXCEPT: 

A. Open potassium channels 

B. Closed sodium channels 

C. Positive and negative ions 

D. Electrical stimuli 

 

2. The resting membrane potential of a neuron is approximately which of the following? 

A. -60 mV 

B. +50 mV 

C. -10 mV 

D. +10 mV 

 

3. Fill in the blanks.  A neuron that is at the resting membrane potential has more K+ 

ions __________ and more Na+ ions __________.  

A. In the nucleus, in the cytoplasm 

B. In the cytoplasm, in the nucleus 

C. Inside, outside 

D. Outside, inside 

 

4. Which is the ion that is closest to being in electrochemical equilibrium when a neuron 

is at rest? 

(Terms of Use: Please respect the copyright and terms of use on the webpage 

displayed above.) 

A. Na+ 

B. K+ 

C. Cl- 

D. H2O 

 

5. Which of the following describes a threshold? 

A. The point at which Na+ inflow just equals K+ outflow 

B. The point at which the membrane potential equals zero mV 

C. The point at which an action potential is about to occur 

D. The point at which K+ inflow equals Na+ outflow 

(Terms of Use: Please respect the copyright and terms of use on the webpage 
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6. Which of the following defines depolarization in relation to resting membrane potential 

(RMP)? 

A. Membrane potential is more negative than RMP. 

B. Membrane potential is less negative than RMP. 

C. Membrane potential is zero mV. 

D. None of the above 

 

7. The “All or Nothing Law” refers to which of the following? 

A. Every electrical stimulus will generate an action potential. 

B. The stimulus causes enough sodium ions enter the cell to change the membrane 

potential to a certain threshold level and generate an action potential. 

C. The stimulus causes potassium channels to open, allowing potassium to enter the 

cell. 

D. The stimulus causes the neuron to remain at rest. 

 

8. Which of the following statements about the refractory period is false? 

A. It enables the action potential to travel in one direction. 

B. It allows the proteins of voltage sensitive ion channels to restore to their original 

polarity. 

C. It lasts about 2 ms. 

D. It allows K+ channels to recover after voltage-gated opening. 

 

9. Which of the following is a fundamental property regarding ion channels? 

A. Ion channels enable flux of many different ions across a cell membrane in a non-

specific manner. 

B. Ion channels enable ions to flow along their concentration gradient. 

C. All ion channels require an electrical stimulus to open. 

D. None of the above 

 

10. Which of the following is a fundamental difference between voltage-gated and 

ligand-gated channels? 

A. Voltage-gated channels open in response to membrane potential of the cell, and 

ligand-gated channels open in response to binding of a chemical, such as a 

neurotransmitter.  

B. Voltage-gated channels allow ions to flow through, and ligand-gated channels allow 

proteins to flow through. 

C. Voltage-gated channels are only open during action potentials. 

D. Ligand-gated channels are only expressed on glial cells. 
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11. Saltatory conductance is propagated by which of the following? 

A. Na+ channels 

B. K+ and Na+ channels 

C. Myelination 

D. De-myelination 

 

12. “Safety factor” refers to the ability of neuromuscular transmission to do which of the 

following? 

A. Remain effective under various physiological conditions and stresses 

B. Generate action potentials without any external stimuli 

C. Remain effective under stimuli which cause hyperpolarization 

D. None of the above 

 

13. Tetrodotoxin (TTX) blocks which step in the action potential? 

A. K+ channel opening 

B. Na+ channel opening 

C. Release of neurotransmitters into synaptic cleft 

D. Ca+ channel opening 

 

13. Damage of the protective myelin covering of the nerve fibers in the central nervous 

system causes which CNS disease? 

A. Alzheimer’s disease 

B. Tetrodotoxin disease 

C. Epilepsy 

D. Multiple sclerosis 

  


